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HOUSTON MUSEUM OF NATURAL SCIENCE 

January 1 – 12, 2024 

Celebrate the new year with an experience of a lifetime. 

Explore Antarctica’s icy wilderness during its summer season, 

see its stunning landscapes, and observe some of its heart-warming wildlife. 

http://www.hmns.org/antarctica2024
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ITINERARY AT A GLANCE 

Day 0: Arrive in BUENOS AIRES 
Sunday, December 31 
Happy New Year!  

Day 1: BUENOS AIRES 
Monday, January 1 

Day 2: BUENOS AIRES & USHUAIA 
Tuesday, January 2 

Days 3 - 4: DRAKE PASSAGE 
Wednesday, January 3 - Thursday, January 4 

Days 5 - 9: ANTARCTICA 
Friday, January 5 - Tuesday, January 9 

Days 10 - 11: DRAKE PASSAGE 
Wednesday, January 10 - Thursday, January 11 

Day 12: USHUAIA & BUENOS AIRES 
Friday, January 12 

PRICING 
$13,250 HMNS Members Early-Bird 
$13,750 HMNS Members per person 
$14,650 Non-Members per person 
$  3,646 Single Supplement 

REGISTRATION REQUIRES 
• Per person non-refundable deposit:

$2,000 HMNS Members; $3,000 Non-
Members

• Completed registration form (pages 8 - 11)
• Copy of your passport

Half-balance payment due December 1, 2022. 
Final payment due June 1, 2023. 

$500 off Members-Only, Early-Bird 
Registration through September 1, 2022. 

Photo: Hurtigruten 
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TRIP LEADERS 

Hurtigruten Expedition Team 
Hurtigruten Expedition Team members are the 
best of the best. The Expedition Team Leader and 
Assistant Expedition Team Leaders are safety and 
sustainability experts who make sure your 
exploration in these remote destinations is done 
right. 

Together with guest lecturers and scientists, they 
bring your expedition cruise to the next level. 
Their first-hand knowledge ensures safety during 
landings and keeps our footprint as light as 
possible in this pristine environment. 

They will conduct briefings before each landing to 
make you aware of potential risks and the strict 
protocols regarding local wildlife. Lectures are 
held on a wide variety of specialized topics, both 
on and off the ship, on a variety of topics such as 
birds and marine mammals, oceanography and 
geology, sea ice and glaciers, climate 
exploration history and storytelling, and 
photography. 

Nicole Temple 
Nicole Temple is HMNS Vice President of 
Education. Her responsibilities include all facets of 
the Museum associated with HMNS programming 
for adults as well as the nearly 400,000 students 
that participate in programming annually. During 
her tenure at HMNS, she has cultivated 
international partnerships, created content for 
Giant Screen Films, and helped to develop several 
exhibits including Death by Natural Causes. Due to 
the nature of the Museum and its programming, 
Temple’s skills run the gamut and include 
everything from curriculum development to 
taxidermy. 

Photo: Pixabay 
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DAY 1 BUENOS AIRES 
MONDAY, JANUARY 1 

Your adventure begins with an overnight stay in 
Buenos Aires, the lovely capital of Argentina.  

Stroll past the well-preserved Italian and French 
architecture, order a delicious cut of beef in one 
of Buenos Aires’s many great steakhouses, or 
maybe even practice your dance moves in this city 
famous for the tango. Embrace the heat in this 
passionate city, because the temperature is about 
to drop precipitously. 

DAY 2 BUENOS AIRES & USHUAIA 
TUESDAY, JANUARY 2 

It’s early to rise for our flight to Ushuaia, where 
our hybrid electric–powered expedition ship MS 
Fridtjof Nansen awaits you. 

This port city competes with the Chilean town of 
Puerto Williams for the title that they both seem 
to covet: the southernmost city in the world. 
Overlooking the city is the Martial Glacier, 
creating an impressive mountain backdrop for 
the end of the world. 

After the mandatory health and safety meeting 
on the ship, the Expedition Team will kick off 
your journey by hosting a welcome dinner. Then 
you can then spend some time getting to know 
the ship that will be your home for the next 
several days. 

DAYS 3 - 4 DRAKE PASSAGE 
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 3 - THURSDAY, JANUARY 4 

In order to arrive in Antarctica, we must first cross 
the infamous Drake Passage. It was named after 
the English sea captain and privateer Sir Francis 
Drake, who discovered it by chance in 1578 when 
heavy winds forced his ship south. Since there is 
no landmass at this latitude, wind and water flow 
freely, making it hard for ships to sail. But don’t 
worry, even the Drake Shake isn’t a big deal for 
our modern expedition ship. 

It takes two days to cross the Drake Passage, 
which is roughly 620 miles wide. That means there 
is plenty to do to prepare yourself for the 
Antarctic adventure. The Expedition Team will 
draw on decades of experience for the lecture 
program in the Science Center. There, you will 
learn how to make your visit as safe as possible, 
and how to leave the smallest environmental 
footprints on this pristine environment so that our 
visits are as sustainable as possible. For example, 
in accordance with IAATO guidelines, everyone 
wears sterilized rubber boats when ashore and we 
must vacuum our clothing before we land on 
shore to remove all possible foreign contaminants. 
You will also learn how to participate in hands-on 
Citizen Science projects, all of which contribute to 
current science research projects. 

MS Fridtjof Nansen is worthy of your exploration. 
Work out in the indoor or outdoor gym or indulge 
in a spa treatment in our Wellness Area. But even 
among these amenities, don’t forget to venture 
onto the deck from time to time to keep an eye 
out for your first iceberg and to spot wildlife such 
as whales, and different types of petrels and 
albatross. 

Photo: Raphael Koerich / Hurtigruten 
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DAYS 5 - 9 ANTARCTICA 
FRIDAY, JANUARY 5 - TUESDAY, JANUARY 9 

Welcome to Antarctica! Here, surrounded by icy 
waters, glaciers, and icebergs as big as cathedrals, 
you may feel like you’ve arrived in a new world. 

Antarctica is magnificent, mesmerizing, and 
massive. Stop for a moment and take it all in. The 
awe-inspired silence doesn’t last forever, 
though—it is inevitably broken when enthusiastic 
cheers spontaneously erupt throughout the ship 
at the sight of wildlife such as penguins, whales or 
seals. 

Just as the Antarctic icescapes change 
throughout its seasons, so does the wildlife. For 
a few months each year, this fascinating 
wilderness becomes accessible to polar 
expedition ships. The days grow lighter and 
longer, the temperature rises, the sea ice 
retreats and Antarctica comes alive with an 
astonishing abundance of wildlife. 

Whales begin to arrive in greater numbers by 
December and January. The arrival of more 
whales marks the height of austral summer, 
which is also when the penguin chicks hatch. 
Seeing those clumsy clumps of feathers running 
around is always a charming sight. 

The Expedition Team will seize every opportunity 
to take you ice-cruising and on landings to get 
closer to the impressive scenery and wildlife.  

Penguin spotting from the ship was pretty exciting, 
but nothing compares to the wondrous 
experience of seeing them on shore. Needless to 
say, keep your camera at the ready. 

For a heightened feeling of discovery, the expert 
Expedition Team members will give talks on 
fascinating subjects like the frozen continent’s 
history, the biology of the local wildlife, and 
Antarctica’s glaciology. 

Photo: Marsel Van Oosten / Hurtigruten 
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DAYS 10 - 11 DRAKE PASSAGE 
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 10 - 
THURSDAY, JANUARY 11 

After exploring remote and wild Antarctica over 
five days, the time has come to sail back home.  

By this point, lifelong memories will fill your 
head and your heart. Hopefully, you will have 
captured many of these special moments with 
your camera. But you know these will be 
experiences you will never forget. Maybe you 
will spend the next few days, during our return 
crossing of the Drake Passage, going through 
your pictures to try and stay connected to 
Antarctica—and the whole experience—just a 
little bit longer. 

The Expedition Team will be doing the same 
thing in the Science Center, as they recap the 
journey’s many experiences. Enjoy time at your 
leisure working out in one of many of the ship’s 
facilities, or discuss your Antarctic journey over a 
drink with a new friend in the Explorer Lounge 
and Bar. 

DAY 12 USHUAIA/BUENOS AIRES 
FRIDAY, JANUARY 12 

Estimated time of arrival is 7:00 AM 

Back at Ushuaia, your expedition cruise is at its 
end. You will be transferred to the airport for your 
flight back to Buenos Aires, where you will have a 
second chance to explore the Argentine capital. 

You have traveled to the bottom of the world and 
back. You have seen the fabled seventh continent 
with your own eyes and have enchanting stories 
(and penguin photos) to prove it. 

Antarctica will likely hold a place in your heart 
unlike anywhere else on the planet. As one of the 
special few who have had the opportunity to visit 
the Great White Continent, we must consider all 
that needs to be done, and all that we can do, to 
help preserve the most fragile of ecosystems and 
its unique beauty. 

Photo: Hurtigruten 
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INCLUDED IN YOUR EXPEDITION 
• Overnight in Buenos Aires before the expedition cruise, including

breakfast
• Flights in economy class between Buenos Aires and Ushuaia
• Transfer from the hotel in Buenos Aires to the airport before the

expedition cruise
• Transfers between the Ushuaia airport and the ship, including a brief tour

of the town
• Breakfast, lunch, and dinner, including beverages (house beer and wine,

sodas, and mineral water) in restaurants Aune and Fredheim
• Complimentary tea and coffee
• Complimentary Wi-Fi on board. Be aware that we sail in remote areas

with limited connection. Streaming is not supported.
• Complimentary reusable water bottle to fill at onboard water refill

stations
• English-speaking Expedition Team who organize and guide activities, both

on board and ashore
• Range of included activities

NOT INCLUDED IN YOUR EXPEDITION 
• International flights and travel protection
• Baggage handling
• Optional excursions and small-group activities with our Expedition Team
• Optional treatments in the onboard wellness and spa area
• Post-trip hotel starting Friday, January 12, 2024 and beyond

ONBOARD ACTIVITIES 
• Experts from the Expedition Team present detailed lectures on a variety

of topics
• Visit the ship’s Science Center, which features an extensive library and

advanced biological and geological microscopes
• Citizen Science program allows guests to contribute to current scientific

research projects
• The onboard professional photographer will give tips and tricks for taking

the best landscape and wildlife photos
• Visit the ship’s hot tubs, sauna, outdoor and indoor gym, and outdoor

running track
• Participate in informal gatherings with the crew, such as daily recaps and

the next day’s preparations

LANDING ACTIVITIES 
• Escorted landings in a small RIB boat while in Antarctica
• Loan of boots, trekking poles, and all equipment needed for the activities
• Complimentary wind- and water-resistant expedition jacket
• Expedition photographers will help configure your camera settings before

landings

NOTES 
• All planned activities are subject to weather and ice conditions
• Excursions and activities are subject to change
• No gratuities are expected

Photo: Genna Roland / Hurtigruten 
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PRICING - ANTARCTICA 2024 

$13,250 HMNS Members Early-Bird, per person, double occupancy (through 
September 1, 2022) 
$13,750 HMNS Members per person, double occupancy 
$14,650 Non-Members per person, double occupancy 
$3,646 Single Supplement for those registering as a single traveler 

Price Includes: 

• Breakfast, lunch, and dinner, including beverages (house beer and wine,
sodas, and mineral water) in restaurants Aune and Fredheim

• Overnight in Buenos Aires before the expedition cruise, including breakfast

• Flights in economy class between Buenos Aires and Ushuaia

• Transfer from the hotel in Buenos Aires to the airport before the cruise

• Transfers between the Ushuaia airport and the ship

• Accompanying expert: Nicole Temple

Prices Do Not Include: 

• International flights, travel protection, and baggage handling

• Optional excursions and small-group activities with our Expedition Team

• Optional treatments in the onboard wellness and spa area

• Post-trip hotel starting Friday, January 12, 2024 and beyond

REGISTRATION 

Registration requires (A) a per person non-refundable deposit of $2,000 for HMNS 
Members, $3,000 Non-Members, (B) completed registration form (pages 8 - 11), 
(C) copy of your valid passport.

Passport must be valid through July 12, 2024. 

By registering, you understand and agree to the Cancellations & Refunds and 
Traveler Terms & Conditions listing Physical Requirements; Participant 
Requirements, Responsibilities and Notices; Participation Advisory; Additional 
Antarctica Requirements; Houston Museum of Natural Science - Release and 
Consent, and Hurtigruten - Release and Consent. 

Availability is based by order of complete registration. Half of the balance is due 
December 1, 2022. Final payment is due June 1, 2023. 

CANCELLATIONS & REFUNDS 

• Cancellations must be received by HMNS in writing.

• Cancellations received on or before April 19, 2023 will forfeit 10% of the final
payment and 100% of the deposit.

• Cancellations received between April 20 - May 10, 2023 will forfeit 50% of the
final payment and 100% of the deposit.

• Cancellations received between May 11 - May 31, 2023 will forfeit 75% of the
final payment and 100% of the deposit.

• Cancellations received June 1, 2023 and beyond and “no shows” will forfeit
100% of the final payment and 100% of the deposit.

• No refunds will be made for missed group activities on the trip, including
meals, accommodations, transportation transfers, tours and any other
services voluntarily not taken.

• If for any reason HMNS or Hurtigruten cancels this trip, HMNS will use
commercially reasonable efforts to work with travelers and Hurtigruten to
refund all recoverable funds but does not guarantee that a full refund will be
available. HMNS reserves the right to cancel, postpone or reschedule the trip
for any reason and at any point in time, up to and including during the period
of travel.

• It is recommended that travelers secure their own travel insurance policies to
cover the circumstance that some funds are unrecoverable through HMNS
and Hurtigruten.

• I have read and accept the terms stated above in Cancellations & Refunds.
Initial here: _____

TRAVELER TERMS & CONDITIONS 

Acknowledgment and agreement to the below traveler terms and conditions by 
signature on the registration form is required for trip registration. 

Physical Requirements 

• This trip requires physical independence and mobility. Participants should be
in good physical condition and capable of traversing unpaved terrain.

• Travelers requiring assistance must travel with a companion who will be
responsible to assist them.

• Participants are responsible for carrying their own luggage and belongings.

• Travelers must be able to embark and disembark motor coaches and vans
alone or with minimal assistance from your traveling companion, as well as
climb stairs and step on unpaved terrain without assistance.

• In case of an emergency situation, any physical or mental condition that may
require special medical attention or other assistance must be reported in
writing when you make your reservation. This includes allergies, dietary
restrictions, as well as mental, mobility, vision and hearing impairments.
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• HMNS may make efforts to accommodate conditions or impairments in its
sole discretion, but each participant is solely responsible for any physical or
mental condition or other impairments.

• Unfortunately, handicap accessibility is not available at all sites.

• Notify travel@hmns.org to inquire about accommodations that are necessary
for you to enjoy the tour prior to registration. HMNS may make efforts to
make special accommodations in its sole discretion, but each participant is
solely responsible for such special accommodations.

• I have read and accept the terms stated above in Physical Requirements.
Initial here: _____

Participant Requirements, Responsibilities & Notices 

• Participants should be in good physical condition and capable of traversing
unpaved terrain. Unfortunately, not all sites are handicap accessible. Please
check with HMNS if you have any required accessibility accommodations that
are necessary for you to enjoy the tour prior to registration. HMNS may make
efforts to make special accommodations in its sole discretion, but each
participant is solely responsible for accessibility accommodations.

• Participants must be self-sufficient and carry their own belongings and
luggage.

• Participants are expected to conduct themselves in a safe and courteous
manner. Unsafe, unprofessional, or otherwise inappropriate behavior (as
determined by the trip leaders or expedition guides) could result in your
immediate dismissal from the expedition with no refund for missed activities.

• Trip leaders and expedition guides will be treated with utmost courtesy at all
times. Expedition guides are there not only to instruct but also to ensure the
safety of the expedition as well as the participants.

• The minimum age of participant for this trip is 15 years. Each minor must be
accompanied by one adult guardian. Guardians are responsible for the
supervision and safety of their minors. Misbehaving or disrespectful minors
could be asked, along with their parents/guardians, to leave the expedition
with no refund for missed activities.

• At times participants may be in isolated locations where response to a
medical emergency could be lengthy, or emergency responses may not be
available.

• Smoking (including e-cigarettes) and open flames are not permitted.

• All hotels are smoke-free.

• Illegal substances and firearms are not allowed.

• All travelers must bring a device with WhatsApp for communication with trip
leaders during trip.

• The trip itinerary and accommodations are subject to change due to
inclement weather and unforeseen events.

• Participants are not considered registered participants until their receipt of
Trip Confirmation Notification from HMNS. This requires a fully completed
registration form, paid deposit and copy of passport.

• No partial refunds will be made for missed activities. Participants who are late
to the departure time are responsible for making their own arrangements to
meet the group.

• Ground transportation during the trip is included in the trip package.

• Participants must book their own transportation to arrive in Buenos Aires,
Argentina.

• Room configuration cannot be guaranteed. We will try to accommodate
preferences.

• I have read and accept the terms stated above in Participant Requirements,
Responsibilities & Notices. Initial here: _____

Participation Advisory 

• Trip guides and leaders have the right to deny a participant’s participation in
an activity if, in the sole judgment and discretion of HMNS or Hurtigruten, the
participant and safety of others could be compromised. You should only sign
up for this trip if you are confident you are capable of the physical
requirements and responsibilities listed above.

• HMNS reserves the right to accept or decline any individuals as members of
the tour.

• HMNS reserves the right to charge an extended service fee for travelers who
require additional assistance during the trip.

• I have read and accept the terms stated above in Participation Advisory.
Initial here: _____

Additional Antarctica Requirements 

• Visa for Argentina: Participants must arrange their own visa requirements.
Tourist visa is $150 per person, payable via Money Order to the Consulate
General of Argentina. HMNS will provide instructions and an application form.

• Visa for Chile: Citizens of the following regions or countries are visa-exempt—
United States, Canada, South America, European Union, United Kingdom,
Australia, New Zealand, and all countries that maintain diplomatic relations
with Chile.

• Travelers who are visa-exempt for Chile will be provided with a tourist card
upon arrival in Chile, which will be in the form of a receipt with a barcode.

• Participants who are not a visa-exempt national will need a visa to enter Chile,
and can apply online at tramites.minrel.gov.cl.

https://tramites.minrel.gov.cl/
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• Participants must always keep Chilean tourist card with them. Participants
will be asked to return it when they leave the country. If the card is lost for
any reason, participants must contact the local International Police as soon as
possible.

• Participants must submit a Medical Screening Form. The forms are screened
by Hurtigruten's medical partner, Vikand. Being allowed to embark does not
constitute any medical advice from Hurtigruten as to the advisability or safety
of the participant in an Expedition Cruise or any activities related to an
Expedition Cruise. HMNS will send registered participants a link to the
Medical Screening Form.

• Participants must solely rely on the advice of their personal physician as to
the advisability or safety of participating in an Expedition Cruise.

• Hurtigruten requires guests on all Hurtigruten Expedition Cruises to be fully
vaccinated against Covid-19 with a WHO-approved vaccine. In addition, the
vaccine and vaccine certificate must comply with the local regulations in the
area of the voyage.

• Participants are considered fully vaccinated 14 days after receiving the final
dose of a WHO authorized vaccine. All guests who were fully vaccinated more
than 270 days ago must present proof of a booster shot.

• Participants may require other vaccines for the expedition. Please consult
your doctor for information on the vaccines required for your expedition.

• I have read and accept the terms stated above in Additional Antarctica
Requirements. Initial here: _____

HOUSTON MUSEUM OF NATURAL SCIENCE - 
RELEASE AND CONSENT 

• Although HMNS hopes that no participant is ever injured or hurt, injuries are
a possibility of participation in this Trip. The risk of injuries, illness and death
is a risk that the participant voluntarily agrees to assume in exchange for the
privilege of registering for and participating in the Trip. The participant
understands and agrees that this risk is not a risk that HMNS, its contractors
including Hurtigruten, or employees assumes and that HMNS is not
responsible for any injuries to the participant.

• Accordingly, the participant voluntarily releases, discharges, and waives the
right to sue HMNS and its directors, officers, employees, volunteers, agents,
contractors, representatives and all persons acting by, through under or in
concert with HMNS (collectively, the “Released Parties”) for any and all losses,
demands, claims, suits, causes of action, liability, costs, expenses, and
judgments whether arising in equity, at common law, or by statute, under the
law of contracts, torts, or property, for personal injury (including without
limitation emotional distress), illness, death or damage to property, arising in
favor of the participant or anyone claiming through us based upon, in
connection with, relating to or arising out of, directly or indirectly, the

participant’s participation in the Antarctica 2024 trip (collectively, “Claims”) 
even if any such claims are due to the Released Parties’ own negligence, strict 
liability without regard to fault, violation of statute, or other fault, including 
any negligent act, omission, or intentional act intended to promote my safety 
or well-being. 

• The participant hereby gives his/her permission to the Released Parties to
obtain emergency medical treatment for the participant if any Released Party
deems in its discretion that such emergency medical treatment is necessary.
The Released Parties have no liability as to any such medical treatment,
including the outcome of such medical treatment, or whether such medical
treatment is provided to a participant.

• The participant acknowledges and agrees that any photos, videos, pictorial
images, voice recordings, or quotations including those of participant taken,
created or shared by any Released Party (including without limitation any
taken by any photographer or videographer paid by or volunteering for any
Released Party) during or relating to the Program may be used by HMNS in
future publications, web pages, promotions, advertisements, social media and
exhibits of HMNS (or any other person authorized to use such images by
HMNS) without the need of any additional permission from or consideration
to the participant.

• I release and waive for myself and anyone claiming through me all claims
based on the right of privacy, right of publicity, moral rights, or any other
intellectual property rights related to the rights granted by me to HMNS.
Initial here: _____

• I have read and accept the terms stated above in Houston Museum of
Natural Science - Release and Consent. Initial here: _____

HURTIGRUTEN - RELEASE AND CONSENT 

• I voluntarily release and agree to hold harmless and indemnify Hurtigruten,
their staff and volunteers, and all other persons or entities acting in any
capacity on its behalf, from any and all liability, claims, demands, actions, or
rights of action, whether known or unknown, foreseen or unforeseen, relating
to or arising out of my presence or activities while on a Hurtigruten
expedition.

• I give Hurtigruten staff and/or volunteers permission to assist in medical
assistance in the event of an emergency. Please contact my emergency
contact listed below in case of emergency.

• I give Hurtigruten permission to use my image in photographs in print or
digital media.

• I have read and accept the terms stated above in Hurtigruten - Release and
Consent. Initial here: _____

• I understand that I may have additional Release and Consent forms from
Hurtigruten to sign. Initial here: _____
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HOUSTON MUSEUM OF NATURAL SCIENCE Traveler Registration Form  |  Antarctica: January 1 - 12, 2024 
Scan/e-mail: travel@hmns.org  ǀ  Fax: 866.828.8648  ǀ  Mail: HMNS Travel, 5555 Hermann Park Drive, Houston, Texas 77030 

Full name as it appears on passport:  ________________________________________    

Email address: __________________________________________________________      HMNS Membership #: ________________ 

Mailing Address: ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Home Phone: _____________________________  Cell Phone: _____________________________    

Emergency Contact Name, Cell and Email: ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Dietary Restrictions / Allergies / Physical Limitations / Medical Conditions / Mental Limitations:  
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Registration Confirmation 
Registration requires a completed registration form (pages 8 - 11), copy of traveler’s passport and paid deposit. After HMNS Travel has processed your registration, you will 
receive a confirmation email with an invoice of the balance due.  

Participant Signature Date 

Deposit Due  
Deposit is $2,000 per person for HMNS Members, $3,000 for Non-Members. Deposits are non-refundable and will go towards the total cost of the trip. Click here to pay your 
deposit online. 

Half of the balance is due December 1, 2022. Final payment is due June 1, 2023. 

Traveler Agreement 
I confirm that I am mentally and physically capable of full participation in this tour, and that I have read this complete trip document and I understand and agree to the 
Cancellations & Refunds and Traveler Terms & Conditions (pages 8 - 10) listing Physical Requirements; Participant Requirements, Responsibilities and Notices; Participation 
Advisory; Additional Antarctica Requirements; Houston Museum of Natural Science - Release and Consent; and Hurtigruten - Release and Consent. 

Selections 

 $13,250 HMNS Members Early-Bird, per person, double occupancy through
September 1, 2022.

 $13,750 HMNS Members per person, double occupancy
 $14,650 Non-Members per person, double occupancy

 $3,646 Single Supplement for those registering as a single traveler
 I would like help finding a roommate but will pay the single supplement of

$3,646 if one is not found.

Roommate: ___________________________________________________ 
(separate registration form required for roommate) 

Preferences 

 We/I prefer one queen bed.
 My travel companion and I prefer two double beds.

Confirmation 

 I understand that all rooms are non-smoking rooms.
 I understand that I must secure my own visa to Argentina. HMNS will provide

instructions and an application form.
 I understand I must book my own travel to Buenos Aires, Argentina.
 I understand I must consult my doctor for information on the vaccines required

for Argentina and Chile. Vaccine requirements may be found here.

https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/travel/destinations/list/
https://tickets.hmns.org/DateSelection.aspx?item=5808
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